
  
  

‘Sugghar Padhvaiya’ Scheme
Why In News?

According to the information received from the Chhattisgarh Public Relations Department on
November 17, 2022, ‘Sugghar Padhvaiya’ Scheme has been started to develop skills according to
their talent in the children studying in all government primary and middle schools of the state.

Key Points

Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel had announced this scheme on the occasion of Children's Day.
Under this scheme, schools will also get awards for developing excellent academic skills in
children. Schools that get platinum will get Rs 1 lakh, gold schools will get Rs 50,000 and silver
schools will get Rs 25,000.
The objective of this scheme is to encourage teachers who do good work and perform well with self-
motivation. Seeing them, more teachers will be motivated to work well. More and more teachers
will be able to create a better environment by forming teams to do positive work.
With the departmental officers taking responsibility for developing more and more schools in their
respective areas as better schools, the image of government schools will show unprecedented
improvement and government schools of the state will be able to show effective impact.
This scheme is for all government primary and middle schools of the state. School teachers can
join the scheme anytime by mutually opinionating. To join the scheme, the school will have to
apply on the web-portal.
All the teachers of the schools together have to develop academic skills in all the students of the
school. Eligibility for the certificate will be only when the entire school is eligible for the certificate.
There will be no certificate for any one teacher, one student or one class.
The schools which will be included in the scheme will be provided on demand training and other
resources on request for achieving the target. All the teachers teaching in the schools that will get
the certificate will also get the certificate. The authentication will be announced on the web-portal
immediately after the third-party assessment. The certificate will be presented ceremoniously on
the occasion of Independence Day and Republic Day.
All the students of the school will be assessed for all the academic skills accepted for the scheme
and only if at least 95 percent of the students have class-appropriate academic skills, the school
will get 1 mark for that class and that academic skill.
If less than 95 per cent of the students get minimum academic skills according to the class, zero
marks will be given for that class and academic skills.
Clusters where more than 90 percent of the schools will get a certificate of any level of Sugghar
Padhvaiya, Platinum, Gold or Silver will be given a certificate of ‘Sugghar Padhvaiya’ Sankul.
Similarly, more than 90 percent of the schools of the development block, which will get the
certificate of any level, such as golden platinum, gold or silver, will be given the certificate of
Sugghar Padhvaiya Development Block. Platinum will be given on 90 percent or more marks, gold
on 85 percent or more, but less than 90 percent marks and silver certificate on 80 percent or
more, but less than 85 percent marks.
If a school gets silver or gold certificate in this scheme, then that school can also get Sugghar
Padhvaiya gold or Sugghar Padhvaiya platinum certificate by making further efforts. Continuous
progress can be attempted in this scheme. In the scheme, all the schools can get the Golden
Platinum Certificate by making efforts.
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